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ZIPPER COLLECTION

YKK VIET NAM – HA NAM BRANCH



Vislon® Magnetic Closure
VISLON® with Magnetic Closure zipper is a product that has magnets
embedded in the left and right openings. The magnetic force of the magnets
allows the zipper to be closed simply by bringing the openings closer together.
Because it is easy to operate without looking at the product, it is expected to
be used in a wide range of fields, including for quick clothing changes in
sportswear, children's wear, and universal fashion.
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Wave-less Tape Zipper
Zipper that provides anti puckering effect during sewing. By reducing sewing 
shrinkage by changing the weave structure at the tape sewing position, the 
tape reduces the puckering caused by sewing.

This zipper is effective in both reducing sewing costs and improving garment
quality by reducing sewing man hours and reducing thickness in the finished
product by placing a piping structure in the tape section thus providing a tape
folding function in the sewing process.

Coil Zipper with Fold-over Tape



Aluminum Alloy Zipper
YKK’s new aluminum alloy metal zipper is approximately 40% lighter than standard 
metal zipper, making it a great choice for lightweight fabrics while keeping the 
luxurious feel that genuine metal offers. 

AquaGuard® NATULON® Coil Zipper with 

Sublimation Printing

YKK’s Aquaguard® Zipper is now available with sublimation printing, offering
flexibility in design without compromising its unmatched performance. The
surface of the tape comes in three types of appearance: shiny transparent,
matte colored and matte transparent. *Sublimation printing is available only in
specific patterns.

AiryString® tapeless zippers allow you to sew elements directly to the fabric. It
creates a sense of unity between the zipper and the fabric, and offers
customers unprecedented design possibilities for their products. The
elimination of tape contributes to the weight reduction of the final product and
that makes it easier to match with all kinds of fabrics.
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NATULON® Plus® Zipper with Recycled Zinc Slider, Dyed 

with Recycled Dyeing Agent REVECOL®

NATULON Plus® zipper features a higher ratio of recycled material with its
tape, thread and elements all made from recycled polyester. Coupled with
the slider which is also made from recycled zinc from post industrial waste
and REVECOL®, the dyeing agent made from recycled vegetable cooking oil,
this zipper is one of the most sustainable products YKK has to offer.

YZiP® NATULON® in Solution-dyed Yarn
Solution Dye Zipper features material components that are produced with
pigment prior to zipper production process, which eliminates the need for
traditional water-dye processing & greatly reducing the amount of water
used in the overall production process. Recycled tape now is available for
No.3 Metal zipper.

VISLON® with Revived Top Stop
VISLON® with Revived Top Stop features a specially designed top stop that
allows for easy removal & repair of the slider. This allows customers, repair
shops to easily remove sliders from the garment, contributing to a more
sustainable garment lifecycle.
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Polyurethane-laminated Zipper with Custom 
Printing
YKK Polyurethane-laminated zipper provides a decorative shiny or matte
appearance through the addition of a PU film applied onto the zipper tape. A
logo printed PU zipper with custom logo based on customer requirements.

VISLON® Flat with Rubberized Paint Slider
VISLON® Flat zipper has square-shaped elements which are eye-catching on
garments. Various elements options are available, including mirror-like
finish, metallic color, inkjet printing, iridescent color, shiny black, etc.
*Slider with a unique rubber feel/touch and matte base appearance.

VISLON® Bone Shape in Mirror-like Finish 
This Vislon® zipper with unique teeth that are inspired by the shape of bones
has metal foil printing, giving it a elegant mirror-like finish. The zipper offers
light-weight feature while maintaining the luxurious look of a metal zipper.
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AquaGuard® CONCEAL® Zipper 
Conceal® Aquaguard ®, with new lamination process available in Vietnam,
brought has a notable improvement in adhesive strength, reducing the risk
of damage along the slit. Thanks also to the invisible structure, the slider
runs through the teeth without touching the film, mitigating the friction that
is typically caused between the slider and the film.

METALLION® "A-flash-of-color" Type
METALLION® zipper is a coil zipper with metallic color elements. The
elements come in shiny and matte type. The shiny type will be an attention
grabber on your garment, while the matte type can add a vintage look on
your garment. With reverse split type, shiny elements will slightly show
between zipper tapes create “a-flash-of-color” type.

METALUXE® with Colored Teeth
METALUXE® zipper is a VISLON® zipper that features a slimmer element
shape and metallic element to achieve an elegant & luxurious metal look,
with less weight as it uses plastic material instead of metal! Now colored
teeth is available!
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